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Abstract
We consider hyperbolic tori of three degrees of freedom initially hyperbolic Hamiltonian
systems. We prove that if the stable and unstable manifold of a hyperbolic torus intersect
transversaly, then there exists a hyperbolic invariant set near a homoclinic orbit on which the
dynamics is conjugated to a Bernoulli shift. The proof is based on a new geometrico-
dynamical feature of partially hyperbolic systems, the transversality-torsion phenomenon,
which produces complete hyperbolicity from partial hyperbolicity. We deduce the existence of
inﬁnitely many hyperbolic periodic orbits near the given torus. The relevance of these results
for the instability of near-integrable Hamiltonian systems is then discussed. For a given
transition chain, we construct chain of hyperbolic periodic orbits. Then we easily prove the
existence of periodic orbits of arbitrarily high period close to such chain using standard results
on hyperbolic sets.
r 2002 Elsevier Science (USA). All rights reserved.
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1. Introduction
We consider Graff tori of [13] three degrees of freedom initially hyperbolic
Hamiltonian systems. We extend the classical Birkhoff–Smale theorem for
hyperbolic points or normally hyperbolic tori to partially hyperbolic Graff tori: if
the stable and unstable manifold of a partially hyperbolic Graff tori intersect
transversaly, then there exists a hyperbolic invariant set near a homoclinic orbit on
which the dynamics is conjugated to a Bernouilli shift.
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Several authors, including Treshchev [20] and Holmes and Marsden [14], have
conjectured such a result. Difﬁculties are due to the partial hyperbolicity of the tori.
A particular case is studied by Easton [10].
Our proof is based on the following key results:
(i) if the ﬂow on the torus is with torsion, then we have a result similar to the
classical l-lemma of J. Palis for hyperbolic points [6];
(ii) transversality of the stable and unstable manifold together with torsion of the
ﬂow on the torus produce ‘‘hyperbolicity’’;
(iii) the minimal dynamics on the torus allows us to localize a neighbourhood of
the homoclinic orbit where hyperbolicity exists (it gives the alphabet of symbolic
dynamics).
An immediate application of this result is the so-called Arnold diffusion [2,11].
Assuming the existence of a transition chain, we prove the existence of a ‘‘dual’’
chain of periodic hyperbolic orbits, replicating the given chain of partially hyperbolic
tori. Then, we substitute the task of tracking and studying the dynamics near a
transition chain by applying the well-known facts about the dual chain of periodic
hyperbolic orbits, being mostly the consequences of the l-lemma. We then prove a
statement of Holmes and Marsden [14]: there exists periodic orbits of arbitrarily high
period close to the chain.
Application of these results to the computation of Arnold diffusion time is given
in [8].
This paper is organized as follow: In Section 2, we recall some known results about
partially hyperbolic tori and Poincare´ map associated to a section of these tori. In
Section 3 we state our main result: the dynamics near a homoclinic partially
hyperbolic tori is conjugated to a Bernoulli shift with an inﬁnite number of symbols.
As a consequence, we prove the existence of homoclinic hyperbolic periodic orbits.
We then discuss some consequences of these results for the problem of instability in
Hamiltonian systems. We prove that given a transition chain there exists periodic
orbits of arbitrary high period along the chain. In Section 4, we prove our main
result.
2. Graff tori
2.1. Graff tori
We denote T ¼ R=2pZ and Onðx; yÞ a function of order jjxjjn; parametrized by y:
Let HmðJ;f; p; qÞ be a three degrees of freedom initially hyperbolic Hamiltonian
system (see [4,18]), where ðJ;f; p; qÞAR2  T2  R T: We denote by Fðt; xÞ its
ﬂow.
Deﬁnition 2.1. A Graff torus is an invariant partially hyperbolic torus for which
there exists a neighbourhood VðmÞ such that the Hamiltonian takes the normal form
H˜mðy; I ; s; uÞ ¼ oI þ lsu þ f ðI ; suÞ þ mgðy; I ; s; uÞ; ð1Þ
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with f ðI ; suÞ ¼ O2ðI ; suÞ; and gðI ; y; s; uÞ ¼ O2ðI ; su; y; I ; s; uÞ; l > 0 and oAR2
satisﬁes a diophantine condition
jo:kjX gjkjt; 8kAZ
2\f0g; ð2Þ
with t > 1; where VðmÞ is of the form
V˜ðmÞ ¼ fðy; I ; s; uÞAT2  R2  R Rj jsjok; jujok; jI jpkmg;
with k > 0:
Niederman [18] and Eliasson [12] have proved that this normal form is valid for
diophantine hyperbolic tori of initially hyperbolic Hamiltonian systems.
2.2. Poincare´ section
As o is non-resonant, there exists (see [16]) a section S and an analytic coordinates
system ðy; r; s; uÞ; yAT; rAR; ðs; uÞAR2 in which the torus is given by T ¼
fðy; r; s; uÞAT R R R j r ¼ 0; s ¼ u ¼ 0g; and the Poincare´ map has the form
f ðy; r; s; uÞ ¼ ðyþ vðrÞ; r; ls; l
1uÞ þ rðy; r; s; uÞ; ð3Þ
where lo1; v and r are analytic, and r ¼ O2ðr; s; uÞ in a domain
VðmÞ ¼ fðy; r; s; uÞAT2  R2  R Rj jsjok; jujok; jrjpkmg:
We have also that vðrÞ ¼ nþ n1r; where n satisﬁes a diophantine condition
8kAZ\f0g; jk:nj > gjkjt ð4Þ
and n1a0:
3. Symbolic dynamics and Arnold diffusion
3.1. Symbolic dynamics and Graff tori
Let Hm be a three degrees of freedom initially hyperbolic Hamiltonian systems and
T a Graff torus of Hm: We denote by H the energy level containing T and S the
Poincare´ section associated to T deﬁned in Section 2.2.
3.1.1. Assumptions
It is assumed that:
ðh1Þ The stable and unstable manifolds of T intersect transversaly in H:
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Remark 3.1. This condition is generic [15].
We denote by G a homoclinic orbit to T : The homoclinic orbit G intersects the
section S in pþAW sðTÞ and p
AW uðTÞ: We note that pþ ¼ ðyþ; sþ; 0; 0Þ and p
 ¼
ðy
; 0; 0; u
Þ: We deﬁne two neighbourhoods of pþ and p
 as
Bþ ¼ fjy
 yþjpdþ; js 
 sþjpdþ; jrjpdþm; jujpdþg;
B
 ¼ fjy
 y
jpd
; jsjpd
; jrjpd
m; ju 
 u
jpd
g;
where dþ > 0; d
 > 0 sufﬁciently small, independent of m:
Transversal map. Let t : S-½0;N½;
tðpÞ ¼ supft > 0 jFðs; pÞAH\S for 0osptg;
where F is the ﬂow associated to the Hamiltonian XH :
We deﬁne the set X ¼ fpAS j tðpÞoNg: We can suppose dþ sufﬁciently small to
have BþCX and B
Cf ðXÞ:We denote Dn ¼ fqABþ : f nðqÞAB
g:We also choose dþ
and d
 sufﬁciently small such that B
-Bþ ¼ |: Then, we have Dn-Dm ¼ | for
nam: We denote D ¼ SnX1 Dn:
The map F : D-B
 deﬁned by FðqÞ ¼ f nðqÞ for all qADn; will be called the
transversal map.
Homoclinic map. Let L be the homoclinic map from B
 to Bþ deﬁned by LðqÞ ¼
Fðq; sðqÞÞ; where sðqÞ ¼ infft > 0 j Fðt; qÞABþg: It is deﬁned on a neighbourhood
of p
 which is included in B
: The homoclinic map L : B
-Bþ has the form
LðxÞ ¼ pþ þPh þ L2h;
where h ¼ x 
 p
; P ¼ Dp
ðLÞ and L2 is the term of order X2:
ðh2Þ (transversality) We assume that the matrix P; written on the basis
ðey; es; er; euÞ is given by
P ¼
1 0 0 0
0 a 0 b
a 0 1 0
0 c 0 d
0
BBB@
1
CCCA;
where ða; b; c; dÞAR4 such that ad 
 bc ¼ 1; aAR with aa0 and a of order mk; where
k > 0 is a constant.
Remark 3.2. Our assumption on the form of P is based on our computation of the
homoclinic map in the Arnold’s example [5, Chapter 2], where this form was
obtained.
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* Let LlðxÞ ¼ pþ þP be the linear part of L: We have TLl ¼ P: We denote
wsxðTÞ ¼ W xðTÞ-Bs and for a given manifold D; Ds ¼ D-Bs; s ¼7; x ¼ s; u:
For m ¼ 0; we have PðTxw
u ðTÞÞ ¼ TLl ðxÞwþs ðTÞ for xAw
u ðTÞ: Moreover, if
D-j W uðTÞ in B
; then PðTxD
Þ þ TDl ðxÞwþs ðTÞ ¼ TLlðxÞM: Hence, for m ¼ 0; the
choice of the matrix P expresses the coincidence of the stable and unstable manifold
of the torus in the invariant set I ¼ const:
For ma0; we have PðTxw
u ðTÞÞ þ TLlðxÞwþs ðTÞ ¼ TLlðxÞM; which expresses the
transversality of the intersection between the stable and unstable manifold of the
torus.
* We do not know the generic form of the matrix P:
ðh3Þ (control of the remainders) We assume that
r ¼ O2ðI ; suÞ and L2 ¼ O2ðI ; suÞ: ð5Þ
Transition map. We deﬁne the set Q by Q ¼ fqABþ jCðqÞABþg; where the
transition map C : Q-Bþ is given by CðqÞ ¼ L3FðqÞ:
3.1.2. Main result
We need some notations to state our theorem.
Alphabet. We deﬁne the alphabet set by
A ¼ fN > nXn0j jyþ 
 y
 þ nn jod1þ2d
 g;
where n0 ¼ gd
ð1þdÞt
 by [3], with d > 0 a constant such that dd
p12:
Window. Let X ¼ ðY;SÞAT R; Y ¼ ðR;UÞAR R; jj:jjN the supnorm, and B
a ball of centre 0 and radius 1. We denote for any nAA;
Hn ¼fZ ¼ ðY;S;R;UÞ
AT R R R j jU 
 lnm
1u
joln; jRjolng;
andD ¼ SnAA Hn:We deﬁne the window [1,10]W :B/Bþ byWðZÞ ¼ pþ þ W :Z
and
W ¼
m 0 mkþ1a
1 0
0 m 0 bmd
1
0 0 mkþ1 0
0 0 0 m
0
BBB@
1
CCCA;
with k > 0 such that mka
1 ¼ md; where d > 0:
We denote by L :B/B the window map deﬁned by L ¼W
13C3W:
Then we have the following theorem:
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Theorem 3.1 (Symbolic dynamics for a Graff torus). For m sufficiently small, the map
L possesses an invariant hyperbolic set
I ¼ f ZAD jLnðZÞAD; 8nAZg
such that LjI is topologically conjugated to the shift on the alphabet A: Then, there
exists a homeomorphism, f; such that the following diagram commutes:
I /L I
fk kf
SA /s SA
;
where SA ¼ QNi¼
N A and s is the shift mapping on this space.
The scheme of proof of Theorem 3.1 is given in the next section (the formal proof is
given in Section 4).
Remark 3.3.
 It must be emphasized that hyperbolicity of the invariant set is important.
Indeed, these sets are stable under small perturbation while the persistence of the
partially hyperbolic tori is subjected to constraints of arithmetical nature.
 Theorem 3.1 is also true under the weak assumption that o in (1) is non-
resonant.
3.1.3. Scheme of proof
The proof is divided in three steps. The ﬁrst is to compute the window mapL:We
then focus our interest on the linear part of L: We prove that this linear map is
hyperbolic. The main point is that the transversality coupled with the torsion of the
linear ﬂow on the torus create hyperbolicity. We then prove the existence of symbolic
dynamics for this map using classical results on criterion for Chaos in the hyperbolic
case. Third, we prove that the remainder is kept under control in a small
neighbourhood of the torus. This control of the remainder is made possible via the
explicit computation of the remainder of the normal form made by Eliasson [12] and
Niederman [18].
(a) Computation of L: Let Z ¼ ðX ;YÞAB; the map L is deﬁned by LðZÞ ¼
q þ L:Z þ RðZÞ; where q ¼ ð0; lnsþ=md; aðyþ 
 y
 þ noÞ=m; clnsþ=mÞ;
L ¼
0 0 
a
1mk 0
0 lnd
1 0 lnb=d2
am
k 0 2þ ann1 0
0 cln 0 cbd
1ln þ dl
n
0
BBB@
1
CCCA
and R is of order 2 in Z:
This map is hyperbolic. Indeed, in the hyperbolic direction, we have eigenvalues
which have a modulus a1: In the angular and neutral directions, the eigenvalues b
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are solution of the following equation b2 
 bð2þ ann1Þ þ 1 ¼ 0; and are of modulus
a1 if and only if aa0 and n1a0:
(b) Criterion of Chaos for lðZÞ ¼ q þ L:Z: This part is essentially technical. We
prove that we have the stable and unstable cones conditions (see [22]). This follows,
from a geometrical point of view, from the l-lemma for partially hyperbolic tori
whose ﬂow on the torus is with torsion (see [6]).
(c) Control of the remainder: Parts (a) and (b) allows us to prove that the linear
map l possesses an hyperbolic invariant set I on which the dynamics is conjugated
to a shift on an inﬁnite number of symbols. Several difﬁculties arise due to the non-
compactness of the set of symbolsA: Indeed, the hyperbolic invariant set I is then
non-compact and we can not apply classical perturbation results for compact
hyperbolic invariant set. The usual way to deal with this problem is [17, p. 101] to
compactify the alphabet A by taking into account theN symbol. The invariant set
%I is then compact. But, this set is no longer hyperbolic since it contains the invariant
torus T which is not hyperbolic (this is not the case for Moser’s proof of the
Birkhoff–Smale theorem for hyperbolic point in R2). However, we prove directly, via
simple computations, that the remainder of the map l does not destroy the
hyperbolic invariant set I: This is due to a good behaviour of the normal form
obtained by Eliasson [12] and Niederman [18] for 1-hyperbolic tori.
3.2. Transition chains
3.2.1. Dynamics around a transversal homoclinic Graff torus
For nAA; we denote by ðnÞ the inﬁnite sequence fy; n; n; n;yg: Let pðnÞ ¼
f
1ðnÞ be the associated ﬁxed point of L in I by f
1: We obtain
C3WðpðnÞÞ ¼WðpðnÞÞ; ð6Þ
then WðpðnÞÞ is a ﬁxed point of the transversal map in the Poincare´ section.
ðh4Þ The Poincare map f deﬁned on S can be extended to a neighbourhood of the
homoclinic orbit G such that, the homoclinic map L is given by
L ¼ f d ;
where d is an integer.
This assumption is already made by Moser [17]. The integer dAN is related to the
homoclinic time.
Under ðh4Þ; we deduce that the orbit throughWðpðnÞÞ is periodic of period n þ d
(for the system). We denote by On this periodic orbit. We have pðnÞ-pþ when
n-þN:
We then have the following corollary of Theorem 3.1.
Corollary 3.1. For all nAA; the periodic orbit On is hyperbolic, with a two dimensional
stable (resp., unstable) manifold, denoted W sðOnÞ (resp., W uðOnÞ).
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Proof. This follows from the hyperbolic structure of the invariant set I : &
3.2.2. Dual chain of hyperbolic periodic orbits
Let T ¼ ðTiÞi¼1;y;N be a family of Graff tori such that the unstable manifold
W uðTiÞ intersects transversaly with the stable manifold W sðTiþ1Þ in H: Moreover,
we assume that for all iAf1;y;Ng; W uðTiÞ and W sðTiÞ intersect transversely inH:
For all torus Ti of the family, we denote by Si its section, hi a homoclinic orbit to
Ti; p
þ
i (resp., p


i ) the intersection between hi and W
sðTiÞ-S (resp., W uðTiÞ-S) and
Bþi (resp., B


i ) a neighbourhood of p
þ
i (resp., p


i ) deﬁned as in Section 3.1.1.
For each i ¼ 1;y;N; we denote by Oin a periodic hyperbolic orbits obtained by
corollary A near Ti:
Let gi be a heteroclinic orbit between the tori Ti and Tiþ1; and Gi : B
i -B
þ
iþ1 the
heteroclinic map. Let A be a torus of the family T or a periodic orbits obtained by
Corollary 3.1. We denote wx;si ðAÞ ¼ W xðAÞ-Bsi for x ¼ s; u and s ¼7:
We assume that:
(i) the heteroclinic orbit gi intersects B


i (resp., B
þ
iþ1) in a point q


i AW
uðTiÞ (resp.,
qþi AW
sðTiþ1Þ);
(ii) there exists a diffeomorphism Fsi : w
u;s
i ðTiþ1Þ-wu;si ðTiÞ for s ¼7:
Remark 3.4. Assumptions (i) and (ii) are veriﬁed in examples using hyperbolic KAM
theory.
Proposition 3.1. Under (i) and (ii), there exists a family of periodic hyperbolic orbits
O ¼ ðOiÞi¼1;y;N near T such that W uðOiÞ intersects W sðOiþ1Þ transversaly in H:
Proof. It follows from the hyperbolic structure of I that wu;þi ðOinÞ is a graph of an
analytic function xþn over w
s;þ
i ðTiÞ; for m sufﬁciently small. Moreover, for n
sufﬁciently large, there exists two constants C1 and C2; independent of m and n; such
that supxAws;þ
i
ðTiÞ jxþn ðxÞjpC1m
1ln and supxAws;þi ðTiÞ jDx
þ
n ðxÞjpC2m
3ln; by deﬁnition
of Hn: Then, w
u;þ
i ðOinÞ and ws;þi ðTiÞ intersect transversaly in H for n sufﬁciently
large.1 By the l-lemma (see [6]), there exists kAN such that f kðwu;þi ðOinÞÞ is as close as
we want to wu;
i ðTiÞ in C1 topology, for k sufﬁciently large. The image of
f kðwu;þi ðOinÞÞ and wu;
i ðTiÞ by Gi are then as close as we want in C1 topology in Bþiþ1:
We have also ws;þiþ1ðOiþ1n Þ as close as we want to ws;þiþ1ðTiþ1Þ in C1 topology for n
sufﬁciently large. As wu;þiþ1ðTiÞ and ws;þiþ1ðTiþ1Þ intersect transversaly inH; we deduce
from (i) and (ii) that ws;þiþ1ðOiþ1n Þ and Giðf kðwu;þi ðOinÞÞÞ intersect transversaly inH:We
conclude the proof by induction. &
1By the persistence lemma proved in [7], as the angle between wu;þi ðTiÞ and ws;þi ðTiÞ is of order mk; we
must have nX 2kþ3
logð1=lÞ log ð1mÞ:
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The existence of orbits shadowing the chain follows easily from the standard l-
lemma of Palis (see [19]).
Corollary 3.2. Let pAW sðO1Þ (resp. qAW uðONÞ) and U (resp. V) be an arbitrary
neighbourhood of p (resp. q), then there exists trajectories xðtÞ and a real T > 0 such
that xð0ÞAU and xðTÞAV:
3.2.3. Holmes–Marsden conjecture
In [14], Holmes and Marsden discuss, in a heuristic paragraph about
‘‘Nonintegrability and Arnold diffusion’’ (Section 3, pp. 672–673), dynamical and
analytical consequences of the existence of a transition chain. One of their conjecture
is, among other things, that ‘‘since two-way transition chain can be chosen, we can
ﬁnd periodic motions of arbitrarily high period close to such chains, just as in the
standard two-dimensional horseshoes example’’ [14, p. 673]).
In this section, we prove this conjecture using the dual chain of hyperbolic periodic
orbits. We need some deﬁnitions.
We say that there exists periodic orbits of arbitrary high period if for any PAR;
there exists a periodic orbits of period P˜ with P˜ > P:
Let pAW sðT1Þ (resp., qAW uðTNÞ), and U (resp., V ) be an arbitrary neighbour-
hood of p (resp., q). We say that there exists periodic orbits of arbitrarily high period
close to the chain, if there exists periodic orbits of arbitrarily high period denoted by
xðtÞ; such that x-Ua| and x-Va|; where x ¼ fxðtÞ; tARg:
We have the following corollary of Proposition 3.1:
Corollary 3.3. There exists periodic orbits of arbitrarily high period close to the chain
T:
This follows from Proposition 3.1 using standard results on hyperbolic set, as
developed by Alekseev [1] and Easton [10].
4. Proof of Theorem 3.1
4.1. Reminder about symbolic dynamics
We recall some basic results about symbolic dynamics and criteria for Chaos as
exposed by Wiggins [21, p. 108–150]).
We consider a map f : D-Rn  Rm where D is a closed and bounded ðn þ mÞ-
dimensional set contained in Rn  Rm: We assume that f is analytic.
4.1.1. Definitions and notations
We denote Dx (resp., Dy) the set of xARn (resp., yARm) for which there exits
yARm (resp., xARn) with ðx; yÞAD: Let Ix (resp., Iy) be a closed, simply connected n
(resp., m) dimensional set contained in Dx (resp., Dy).
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Deﬁnition 4.1. A mþ horizontal (resp., m
 vertical) slice, %H (resp., %V), is deﬁned to be
the graph of a function h : Ix-R
m (resp., v : Iy-R
n), mþ (resp., m
) Lipschitz,
0omþpN (resp., 0om
oN), such that %HCD (resp., %VCD).
Fix some mþ; 0pm
oN: Let %H be a mþ horizontal slice, and let JmCD be an m-
dimensional topological disk intersecting %H at any, but only one, point of %H: Let %Ha;
aAI ; be the set of all mh horizontal slices that intersect the boundary of J
m and have
the same domain as %H; where I is some index set. Let
SH ¼ fðx; yÞARn  Rm j xAIx; y such that, 8xAIx; given any line L through ðx; yÞ
parallel to the x ¼ 0 plane, then L intersects the points ðx; haðxÞÞ; ðx; hbðxÞÞ for some
a; bAI with ðx; yÞ between these two points along L:g:
Then a mh horizontal slab H is deﬁned to be the closure of SH :
Deﬁnition 4.2. The vertical boundary of a mþ horizontal slab H is denoted @vH and
is deﬁned as @vH ¼ fðx; yÞAH j xA@Ixg: The horizontal boundary of H is denoted
@hH and is deﬁned as @hH ¼ @H 
 @vH:
Deﬁnition 4.3. Let H and H˜ be mþ horizontal slabs. H˜ is said to intersect H fully if
H˜CH and @vH˜C@vH:
4.1.2. Criteria for Chaos in the hyperbolic case
Let S ¼ N; and let Hi; iX1 be a set of disjoint mþ-horizontal slabs with DH ¼SN
i¼1 Hi: We assume that f is one to one on DH and we deﬁne
f ðHiÞ-Hj ¼ Vji; 8i; jAS
and
Hi-f 
1ðHjÞ ¼ f 
1ðVjiÞ ¼ Hij; 8i; jAS
We denote S ¼QþNi¼
N S: Let sAS; s ¼ fys
n;y; s0;ysnyg; we deﬁne the shift
map s :S/S as ½sðsÞi ¼ siþ1:
Let H ¼ Si;jAS Hij and V ¼ Si;jAS Vij ; then f ðHÞ ¼V: Let z0 ¼
ðx0; y0ÞAV,H; the stable sector at z0; denoted Sþz0 ; is deﬁned as follows:
Sþz0 ¼ fðxz0 ; Zz0ÞARn  Rmj jZz0 jpmþjxz0 j g:
The unstable sector at z0; denoted S


z0
; is deﬁned as
S
z0 ¼ fðxz0 ; Zz0ÞARn  Rmj jxz0 jpm
jZz0 jg:
We denote SþH ¼
S
z0AH S
þ
z0
; SþV ¼
S
z0AV S
þ
z0
; S
H ¼
S
z0AH S


z0
and S
V ¼S
z0AV S


z0
:
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We have the following hypothesis:
(A) Df ðS
HÞCS
V and Df 
1ðSþVÞCSþH: Moreover, if ðxz0 ; Zz0ÞAS
z0 and
Df ðz0Þðxz0 ; Zz0Þ ¼ ðxf ðz0Þ; Zf ðz0ÞÞAS
f ðz0Þ; then we have
jZf ðz0ÞjXm
1jZz0 j:
Similarly, if ðxz0 ; Zz0ÞASþz0 and Df 
1ðz0Þðxz0 ; Zz0Þ ¼ ðxf 
1ðz0Þ; Zf 
1ðz0ÞÞASþf 
1ðz0Þ then we
have
jxf 
1ðz0ÞjXm
1jxz0 j;
where 0omo1
 m
mþ:
We denote a1 ¼ jj@yf1jj jjð@yf2Þ
1jj; a2 ¼ ð1
 jj@xf1jjjjð@yf2Þ
1jjÞ; a3 ¼
jj@xf2jj jjð@yf2Þ
1jj; and
a1m2þ 
 a2mþ þ a3o0; ð*Þ
mþo
1
 jjð@yf2Þ
1jj
jj@yf1jj jjð@yf2Þ
1jj
; ð* *Þ
a3m2
 
 a2m
 þ a1o0; ð*vÞ
m
o
1
 jj@xf1jj
jj@xf2jj ; ð* *vÞ
0pmþm
o1: ð* * *Þ
(B) Hi; iX1 are mþ horizontal slabs with mþ satisfying (*) and (* *). For all i; jAS
such that Vji is a m
 vertical slab with m
 satisfying ð*Þv; ð* *Þv and (* * *).
Moreover, we require @vVjiC@f ðHiÞ and f 
1ð@vVjiÞC@vHi:
We have:
Theorem 4.1. If f satisfies assumptions (A) and (B), then it possesses an hyperbolic
invariant set I ; ICDH; on which f is topologically conjugated to the shift on the
alphabet S:
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4.2. Preliminaries
4.2.1. A remark on W
We explain the choice ofW; made in Section 3.1.2. The role of the window map is
to ‘‘simplify’’ the geometry of the problem, in order to have a clear understanding of
the set of horizontals and verticals on which the symbolic dynamics is constructed.
LetWðZÞ ¼ pþ þ WZ; where W is a matrix to compute. We want that W ensures
the following conditions:
(i) For ZAB; we have WðZÞABþ:
(ii) The horizontals ofW are parallel to the tangent plane of the stable manifold in
Bþ:
(iii) The image of a vertical of W by L
1 is parallel to the tangent plane of the
unstable manifold of the torus in B
:
Conditions (ii) and (i) implies that W can be chosen as
W ¼
p1 p2 q1 q2
p3 p4 q3 q4
0 0 mkþ1 0
0 0 0 m
0
BBB@
1
CCCA; ð7Þ
where pi and qi are unknown constants.
Let eR ¼ ð0; 0; 1; 0Þ; eU ¼ ð0; 0; 0; 1Þ and for a matrix M and a vector V ; we denote
by ðMVÞx the x-component of the vector MV : Condition (ii) gives the following
constraints:
ðP
1WðeRÞÞR ¼ 0;
ðP
1WðeRÞÞS ¼ 0;
ðP
1WðeUÞÞR ¼ 0;
ðP
1WðeUÞÞS ¼ 0: ð8Þ
We then obtain

aq1 þ mkþ1 ¼ 0;
dnq3 ¼ 0;

aq2 ¼ 0;
dnq4 
 bnm ¼ 0: ð9Þ
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Hence, the matrix W has the form
W ¼
p1 p2 mkþ1a
1 0
p3 p4 0 bmd
1
0 0 mkþ1 0
0 0 0 m
0
BBB@
1
CCCA: ð10Þ
We complete the matrix W by requiring it to be invertible. For example, we can take
p1 ¼ m; p2 ¼ 0; p3 ¼ 0; p4 ¼ m: We then have the form of W used in Section 3.1.2.
4.2.2. Preliminaries
For zADn; we have FðzÞ ¼ ðnn; 0; 0; 0Þ þ Fz þ rðzÞ; where
F ¼
1 0 nn1 0
0 ln 0 0
0 0 1 0
0 0 0 l
n
0
BBB@
1
CCCA ð11Þ
and r is of order 2 in z:
We have the following lemma:
Lemma 4.1. Let Z ¼ ðX ;YÞAR2  R2AHn; nAA; then, we have WðZÞADn:
Proof. For ZAHn; we have WðZÞ ¼ ðyþ; sþ; 0; 0Þ þ W :Z: We deduce that
WðZÞ ¼
yþ þ mYþ mkþ1a
1R
sþ þ mS þ bmd
1U
mkþ1R
mU
0
BBB@
1
CCCA: ð12Þ
We remark that WðZÞABþ: Hence, we have f n3WðZÞ which is equal to
f n3WðZÞ ¼
yþ þ mYþ mukþ1a
1R þ nnþ nn1mkþ1R
lnðsþ þ mS þ bmd
1UÞ
mkþ1R
l
nmU
0
BBB@
1
CCCA: ð13Þ
We denote by z the point f n3WðZÞ: As for ZAHn; we have jU 
 lnm
1u
joln;we
obtain that z ¼ ðy; r; s; uÞ satisﬁes ju 
 u
jpm: Moreover, we have jrjrmkþ1 and
jsjpm as long as lnjsþjom and lnjbd
1jpm:
We have y
 y
 ¼ ðyþ 
 y
 þ nnÞ þ mðyþ ma
1R þ nn1RÞ: As jRjoln; and by
deﬁnition of the alphabet A; jy
 y
 þ nnjod1þd
 ; we have jy
 y
jod
: &
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We are now ready to compute the window map L :B-B deﬁned by L ¼
W
13C3W:
Lemma 4.2. We have for ZAHn; LðZÞ ¼ q þ L:Z þ RðZÞ; where q ¼
ð0; lnsþ=md; aðyþ 
 y
 þ nnÞ=m; clnsþ=mÞ; and
L ¼
0 0 
a
1mk 0
0 lnd
1 0 lnb=d2
am
k 0 2þ ann1 0
0 cln 0 cbd
1ln þ dl
n
0
BBB@
1
CCCA ð14Þ
and R is of order 2 in Z:
Proof. We have for ZAHn;
F3W ¼ m
1 0 mkðnn1 þ a
1Þ 0
0 ln 0 blnd
1
0 0 mk 0
0 0 0 l
n
0
BBB@
1
CCCA: ð15Þ
By composition with the linear part of the homoclinic map, we have
P3F3W ¼ m
1
1 0 mkðnn1 þ a
1Þ 0
0 aln 0 abd
1ln þ bl
n
a 0 mkðan1 þ 2Þ 0
0 cln 0 cbd
1ln þ dl
n
0
BBB@
1
CCCA: ð16Þ
As
W
1 ¼ m
1
1 0 
a
1 0
0 1 0 
bd
1
0 0 m
k 0
0 0 0 1
0
BBB@
1
CCCA; ð17Þ
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we obtain that the linear part of the window map is
L ¼W
13P3F3W
¼
0 0 
mka
1 0
0 d
1ln 0 bd
2ln
am
k 0 ann1 þ 2 0
0 cln 0 cbd
1ln þ dl
n
0
BBB@
1
CCCA; ð18Þ
which concludes the proof. &
The following lemma illustrates the transversality-torsion phenomenon (see [9]).
Lemma 4.3. The matrix L is hyperbolic if and only if aa0 and n1a0: Moreover, its
eigenvalues are given by
l1Bdl

n; l2Bd
1ln; l3Bann1; l4Bðann1Þ
1
for n sufficiently great, and m sufficiently small.
Proof. The characteristic polynomial of L is given by
PðxÞ ¼ ðx2 
 xðann1 þ 2Þ þ 1Þðx2 
 xaðnÞ þ 1Þ; ð19Þ
where aðnÞ ¼ al2n þ dl
n:
We ﬁrst study the second factor of this polynomial. The eigenvalues are given by
x7 ¼ ðal
n þ dl
nÞ
2
ð17
ﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃﬃ
1
 4ðaln þ dl
nÞ
2
q
Þ: ð20Þ
So, for n sufﬁciently large, we have
x7B
ðaln þ dl
nÞ
2
1717

2
ðaln þ dl
nÞ2
 !
; ð21Þ
so that we have two hyperbolic directions, whose Lyapounov exponents are (up to
negligible factors), xþBdl
n and x
Bd
1ln:
For the ﬁrst factor, the eigenvalues are given by
x7 ¼ 1þ ann1
2
7
1
2
ða2ðnn1Þ2 þ 4ann1Þ1=2: ð22Þ
We see that if a ¼ 0 (or n1 ¼ 0) then, we have x7 ¼ 1:
If aa0 and n1a0; we obtain two hyperbolic directions whose Lyapounov
exponents are of order 2þ tðnn1Þ
1 þ ann1 and ðann1Þ
1; for n sufﬁciently large and
m sufﬁciently small. This concludes the proof of lemma 4.3. &
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4.3. The linear case
We prove that the linear part of L satisﬁes assumptions (A) and
(B). As a consequence, it is conjugated to a shift automorphism on the
alphabet A:
We denote lðZÞ ¼ ðl1ðZÞ; l2ðZÞÞ; where li :B-R2 is deﬁned by liðZÞ ¼
qi þ Li:Z; i ¼ 1; 2; with q1 ¼ ð0; lnsþðmdÞ
1Þ; q2 ¼ ðaðyþ 
 y
 þ nnÞm
1; clnsþm
1Þ;
and
L1 ¼
0 0 
mka
1 0
0 lnd
1 0 lnbd
2
 !
; ð23Þ
L2 ¼
am
k 0 2þ ann1 0
0 cln 0 cbd
1ln þ dl
n
 !
: ð24Þ
4.3.1. Estimates
We have
@X l1 ¼
0 0
0 lnd
1
 !
; @Y l2 ¼
2þ ann1 0
0 cbd
1ln þ dl
n
 !
ð25Þ
and
@Y l1 ¼

mka
1 0
0 lnbd
2
 !
; @X l2 ¼
am
k 0
0 cln
 !
: ð26Þ
We deduce the following estimates:
jj@X l1jj ¼ jd
1jln;
jjð@Y l2Þ
1jj ¼ ð2þ ann1Þ
1 ð27Þ
and
jj@Y l1jj ¼ mka
1;
jj@X l2jj ¼ amk: ð28Þ
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4.3.2. Condition (A)
We denote by
SþðpÞ ¼ fðvX ðpÞ; vY ðpÞÞAR2  R2; jvY ðpÞjpmþjvX ðpÞjg;
S
ðpÞ ¼ fðvX ðpÞ; vY ðpÞÞAR2  R2; jvX ðpÞjpm
jvY ðpÞjg; ð29Þ
with vX ¼ ðvY; vSÞ; vY ¼ ðvR; vUÞ; the stable and unstable sector at p; respectively (see
Section 4.1).
We denote
ðv0X ; v0Y Þ ¼ LðvX ; vY Þ: ð30Þ
We have
v0X ¼ ðv0Y; v0SÞ ¼ ð
mka
1vR; lnd
1vS þ lnbd
2vUÞ;
v0Y ¼ ðv0R; v0UÞ
¼ ðam
kvY þ ð2þ ann1ÞvR; clnvS þ ðcbd
1ln þ dl
nÞvUÞ: ð31Þ
(a) LðS
HÞCS
V: We have
jv0X j ¼ mka
1jvRj þ jlnd
1vS þ lnbd
2vU j;
jv0Y j ¼ jam
kvY þ ð2þ ann1ÞvRj þ jclnvS þ ðcbd
1ln þ dl
nÞvU j: ð32Þ
We assume that jvX jpm
jvY j: Then, we have
jv0Y j ¼ ð2þ ann1Þam
kjvYð2þ ann1Þ
1 þ a
1mkvRj
þ jdjl
njd
1cl2nvS þ ðcbd
2l2n þ 1ÞvU j
X am
kjvYj þ jdjl
njvU j 
 djv0X j; ð33Þ
where d ¼ maxðð2þ ann1Þam
k; jdjÞ:
As
jv0X jpmka
1jvRj þ lnjbd
2jjvU j þ lnjd
1jjvSj; ð34Þ
we deduce that for m-0; we have jv0X j-0: Hence, for m sufﬁciently small, we have, if
jvU ja0;
jvU jXjv0X j: ð35Þ
Then, using (33), we obtain that
jv0Y jXjdjl
njv0X j 
 ajv0X jXjv0X jl
nðjdj 
 alnÞ: ð36Þ
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We deduce that for m sufﬁciently small,
jv0X jp2lnjdj
1jv0Y j: ð37Þ
We must have
2lnjdj
1pm
; ð38Þ
which is the case for m sufﬁciently small.
If jvU j ¼ 0; then, we have
jv0X j
jv0Y j
p m
ka
1jvRj þ lnjd
1jjvSj
clnjvSj þ ð2ann1ÞjvRj 
 am
kjvYp2
mka
1
2þ ann1
for m sufﬁciently small. Then, we must have
m
X2
mka

1
2þ ann1:
Remark 4.1. Here, we have used the torsion in order to satisfy the unstable cone
condition. This computation must be compared with the proof of the l-lemma in [6].
(b) L
1ðSþVÞCSþH:
* We assume that
jvRj þ jvU jpmþðjvYj þ jvSjÞ: ð39Þ
We denote for v ¼ ðvX ; vY ÞASþV;
L
1v ¼ ðv0X ; v0Y Þ ð40Þ
with
L
1 ¼
ann1 þ 2 0 mka
1 0
0 cbd
1ln þ dl
n 0 
lnbd
2

am
k 0 0 0
0 
cln 0 d
1ln
0
BBB@
1
CCCA: ð41Þ
We deduce that
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v0X ¼ ðv0Y; v0SÞ
¼ ðann1 þ 2ÞvY þ mka
1vR; cb
d
ln þ dl
n
 
vS 
 ln b
d2
vU
 
;
v0Y ¼ ðv0R; v0UÞ ¼ ð
am
kvY;
clnvR þ
ln
d
vUÞ: ð42Þ
We have
jv0X j ¼ jðann1 þ 2ÞvY þ mka
1vRj þ jðcbd
1ln þ l
ndÞvS 
 lnbd
2vU j;
X ðann1 þ 2ÞjvYj 
 mka
1jvRj þ l
njd þ cbd
1l2njjvSj

 lnjbjd
2jvU j; ð43Þ
which gives using (39),
jv0X jX ðann1 þ 2ÞjvYj 
 mka
1 þ
l
n
mþ
jd þ cbd
1l2njðjvRj þ jvU jÞ

 lnjbjd
2jvU j;
X ðann1 þ 2ÞjvYj þ jvRj l

n
mþ
jd þ cbd
1l2nj 
 mka
1
 
þ l

n
mþ
jd þ cbd
1l2nj 
 lnjbjd
2
 
jvU j: ð44Þ
As mka
1 ¼ md; we have for m-0; mka
1-0: Moreover, ln-0 for m-0: Then, for m
sufﬁciently small we have
jv0X jX ðann1 þ 2ÞjvYj þ vR
l
n
2mþ

d þ cbd
1l2n


þ vU l

n
2mþ

d þ cbd
1l2n

: ð45Þ
For m sufﬁciently small, we have ann1 þ 2pl
n2mþjd þ cbd
1l2nj: Hence, we obtain
jv0X jXðann1 þ 2ÞðjvYj þ jvRj þ jvU jÞ: ð46Þ
We have also that
jv0Y jpam
kjvYj þ jcjlnjvRj þ lnjdj
1jvU j: ð47Þ
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As amkpann1 þ 2 for nAA; and ln-0 when m-0; we deduce that
jv0Y jpðann1 þ 2Þ
1jv0Y j: ð48Þ
We conclude that L
1ðSþVÞCSþH if
ðann1 þ 2Þ
1pmþ; ð49Þ
which is the case for m sufﬁciently small.
(c) Consequences. We can take
mþ ¼ ðan0n1 þ 2Þ
1; m
 ¼ 2 m
ka
1
2þ an0n1; ð50Þ
in order to ensure the previous conditions.
Moreover, we have for vAS
;
jv0Y jXb
1jvX j; ð51Þ
and, for vASþ;
jv0X jXb
1jv0Y j; ð52Þ
where b is given by
b
1 ¼ maxðann1 þ 2; 12m
kað2þ ann1ÞÞ: ð53Þ
We have
mþm
 ¼ 2mka
1ðan0n1 þ 2Þ
2: ð54Þ
We note that 1
 mþm
-1 and a-0 when m-0: Hence, for m sufﬁciently small, we
have
0obp1
 mþm
: ð55Þ
This concludes the proof of condition (A).
4.3.3. Condition (B)
It is easy to picture the sets Hn and Vnm ¼ lðHnÞ-Hm and to verify condition
(B).
Of course, for m sufﬁciently small and n > m; we have
Hn-Hm ¼ |; ð56Þ
so that the horizontal slabs are disjoint sets.
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We recall that Vnm ¼ lðHnÞ,Hm: We denote for ZAHn; lðZÞ ¼ ðZ0nÞ; so that
Y0n ¼ 
mka
1R;
S0n ¼ lnsþðmdÞ
1 þ lnSd
1 þ bd
2lnU ;
R0n ¼ am
ðkþ1Þðyþ 
 y
 þ nnÞ þ am
kYþ aðnn1 þ 2ÞR;
U 0n ¼ clnsþm
1 
 du
m
1 þ clnS þ cblnd
1U þ dlnU : ð57Þ
As Z ¼ ðY;S;R;UÞAHn; we have jRjoln; and as a consequence
jY0njomka
1ln: ð58Þ
From jYjo1; jRjoln and am
k ¼ md; with d > 0; we deduce that the set spanned by
R0n; denoted by IR0n is such that
IR0n*½0; 1 ð59Þ
Moreover, as jdjl
njU 
 lnu
m
1jpjdjl
n; we deduce that for m sufﬁciently small
the set IU 0n spanned by U
0
n when Z varies in Hn is such that
IU 0n*½0; 1: ð60Þ
Moreover, we deduce that
jS0n 
 lnsþðmdÞ
1j ¼ lnjdj
1jbU þ Sj: ð61Þ
As jU joln þ lnm
1u
 and jSjp1; we obtain
jS0n 
 lnsþðmdÞ
1jp32lnjdj
1: ð62Þ
We then deduce easily that the vertical slab Vnm is deﬁned by the constraints given by
lðHnÞ for Y; S and by Hm for R and U :
This remarks allows us to prove, without any computations, that the vertical
boundary of Vnm belongs to the boundary of lðHnÞ; so that we have the inclusion
@vVnmC@lðHnÞ: ð63Þ
The proof that l
1ð@vVnmÞ*@vHn follows easily in the same way.
We have
a1 ¼ mka
1ð2þ ann1Þ
1;
a2 ¼ 1
 jd
1jlnð2þ ann1Þ
1;
a3 ¼ amkð2þ ann1Þ
1: ð64Þ
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We deduce that for m sufﬁciently small, in order to satisfy conditions (*) and ð*Þv of
assumption (B), we must have
m2k
2
ð2þ ann1Þ
2omso1mkð2þ ann1Þ
2;
for s ¼7: This inequality is satisﬁed, by deﬁnition of mþ and m
: A simple
computation proves that conditions (* *) and ð* *Þv are satisﬁed.
4.4. Control of the remainder
We denote by I0 the hyperbolic set obtained in the previous section for l: By
Theorem 4.1, there exists a homeomorphism h0 such that the following diagram
commutes
I0 /
l I0
h0k kh0
SA /s SA
: ð65Þ
It remains to prove that the hyperbolic invariant set I0 persists forL: The strategy,
is ﬁrst to estimate the remainder ofL: Using the Eliasson–Niederman normal form,
we obtain for each horizontal slabHn the following control lemma (see Lemma 4.2,
Section 4.2.2 for notations).
Lemma 4.4 (Control lemma). For each point ZAHn; we have
jjRðZÞjjoCl2n; jjDRðZÞjjoCˆmln; ð66Þ
where C > 0; Cˆ > 0 are constant.
Proof. The ﬁrst step is to control the remainder in the normal form domain. We have,
using notations from Section 1.2, FðzÞ ¼ ðnn; 0; 0; 0Þ þ F :z þ rðzÞ:
Lemma 4.5. For ZAHn; we have
(i) jjrðWðZÞÞjjocl2n;
(ii) jjDrðWðZÞÞjjocl2n:
Proof. This follows easily from the Eliasson–Niederman normal form. Indeed, the
remainder depends only on the product ðsuÞ2 and I2: So, by deﬁnition of the
alphabet A; we deduce Lemma 4.5. &
The second step is to control the remainder when the trajectory leaves the domain
of the normal form. We have
RðZÞ ¼ PðrðW :Z þ pþÞÞ þ L2ðf ðW :ZÞ 
 p
Þ
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by deﬁnition. Using assumption (h3), and point (i) of Lemma 4.5, we deduce that
jjRðZÞjjpCl2n for ZAHn; where C > 0 is a constant. As,
DRðZÞ ¼ PWðDrðW :Z þ pþÞÞ þ W :f ðW :ZÞ:DL2ðf ðW :ZÞ 
 p
Þ;
it follows by a simple computation and point (ii) of Lemma 4.5, that
jjDRðZÞjjpCˆmln; where Cˆ > 0 is a constant. &
In order to prove the persistence of I0; we must prove that for each nAA;
conditions (A) and (B) are satisﬁed. We remark that, as long as the map f is ﬁxed in
Section 4.1, conditions (A) and (B) are stable under small perturbations. For each
nAA; l is ﬁxed. In this case, we can compute the maximal size of the perturbation
allowed inHn: By classical results on perturbations of hyperbolic map, we have that
the mapping L satisﬁes conditions (A) and (B) if, for each nAA;
sup
zAHn
ðjjRðZÞjj; jjDRðZÞjjÞolnþd
with d > 0:
By the control lemma, this is the case. Then, L satisﬁes conditions (A) and (B).
This concludes the proof of the theorem.
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